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INSIDE THE $Y$TEM
School cleaners told
to reapply for jobs
SEVEN THOUSAND school
cleaners in NSW will be forced
to reapply for their jobs if Liberal
government plans go ahead. In late
November the NSW Department
of Finance Services notified the
cleaners’ union, United Voice, that
employment guarantees in place
since 1994 would be scrapped
from 2018. Currently cleaners are
employed by private companies but
contracts contain guarantees. Workers will also lose entitlements like
sick leave built up over time.
Many have spent years or
decades in their positions, but the
“spill and fill” will mean many lose
their jobs as they are older migrants
less and likely to be re-hired. The
government will also change the
“pricing model” in contracts so
cleaners are paid per square meter
rather than per hour. This will lead
to under-staffing and unsanitary
schools.
Alison Redman has cleaned
schools for seven years in Western
Sydney. She told Fairfax, “I am one
of the youngest cleaners and I am
41. People are not going to want to
employ older people, they are going
to want to employ younger people.
“It will be difficult finding another job when you have been in the
cleaning industry for a long time as
most cleaners have.”
United Voice is holding meetings of cleaning workers across
NSW to discuss a campaign.

Centrelink use labour
hire to chase welfare
debts
THE DEPARTMENT of Human Services (DHS) will enlist 1000 labourhire workers at Centrelink enforcing
compliance and collecting debts from
early 2018. This comes in the wake of
an October DHS decision to outsource
call centre operations employing 250
staff to multi-national Serco.
Nadine Flood, Community and
Public Sector Union National Secretary, described the labour hire contract
as “scandalous” and said the jobs
should be done by “well trained public
servants”. Labour hire is being used as
part of the crackdown on welfare recipients announced in the May budget. This
is the same crackdown that led to the
“robo-debt” scandal earlier in the year.
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Mountain of scrapped bikes as
bike-sharing companies go bust

Research and writing by
Adam Adelpour
Send suggestions for INSIDE
THE SYSTEM to solidarity@
solidarity.net.au

Cops with militarygrade weapons to
patrol Darwin

CHINESE CITIES have been swamped by a massive oversupply of dock-less bikes as bike-sharing companies go bust.
Bike-sharing allows users to rent bikes with their smart-phones
and leave them in parking zones around cities. At least four
companies are now competing in Sydney.
The mad rush of investment into bike-sharing start-ups in
China has seen 40 companies competing in a wildly oversaturated market. In the last 18 months $2.64 billion in investment
has flooded into the industry. Companies are spending up big
to roll out in new cities in a rush to grab market share. But it’s
not clear how many of the operators can actally make money.
The result has been increasing numbers of companies going under. Fortune has written that, “Many analysts predict the
industry is headed for a bloody consolidation in which only
one or two players survive.”
In November Guangzhou based Mingbike ceased operations, as did Bluegogo, China’s third largest bike-sharing company, after burning through $119 million in venture capital. In
the last six months Wukong, 3VBike and DingDing have also
collapsed.
In Xiamen in South Eastern China there is now a mountain
of discarded dock-less bikes the size of a football pitch. It is so
high cranes are needed to reach the top.

Queensland apprentices
owed $100 million
The Federal Court has confirmed that Queensland apprentices and trainees should be paid higher rates under the
Federal award rather than under the defunct state award.
According to the ETU this leaves bosses open to challenges that would see tens of thousands of apprentices
seeking an estimated $100 million in back-pay going back
to January 2014. A similar Fair Work ruling in August was
challenged by All Trades Queensland, the Master Builders
Association and the Housing Industry Association. Companies argued they should be able to pay Queensland apprentices $8.75 an hour, more than $4 less than in other states.
Queensland CFMEU State Secretary Michael Ravbar
said, “This will mean pay rises of a couple of hundred
dollars a week to some apprentices, along with opening the
door for sizeable back pay claims, which is game changing
for people earning less while they learn.”
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CAMOUFLAGED POLICE
equipped with military-grade assault weapons are set to patrol the
streets of Darwin and Alice Springs
at night. The Territory Response
Group (TRG) tasked with the patrols is part of the government’s national counter-terrorism taskforce.
The move is clearly aimed at
Aboriginal kids, following a panic
about youth crime. Patrols will be
most concentrated in the Christmas
period, with Police Commissioner
Reece Kernshaw citing the threat
of, “kids jumping onto roofs of
hotels and stealing people’s wallets
and all sorts of things”. The choice
to deploy the group was not based,
“strictly on pure evidence”, he
said. It comes after racist vigilante
groups organised attacks on Aboriginal children in Alice Springs in
recent months.
Kernshaw admitted the task
force “may be” armed with assault
weapons when approaching kids as
young as 10. There are reports of
the TRG already operating in the
Aboriginal community at Tennant
Creek, where they imposed a curfew on the entire local population.

Shoppers find notes
from exploited workers
in their clothes
SHOPPERS AT fashion retailer Zara
have found pleas for help sewn into
their new clothes. Zara has 2200 stores
worldwide and an estimated worth of
$15.2 billion. It has Australian stores
in Melbourne’s Bourke Street and Pitt
Street Mall in Sydney. The notes, found
by customers in Istanbul, came from
workers at Turkish manufacturer Bravo
Teksil and say, “I made this item you are
going to buy but I didn’t get paid for it.”
Bravo Teksil shut down overnight,
leaving all its workers unpaid. Zara
has previously been sued over its
working conditions and accused of
using child labour.

EDITORIAL
Turnbull imploding—but don’t give Labor a blank cheque
THE CHAOS and division around
Malcolm Turnbull seems to grow by
the day. His government could be
gone within weeks.
As we went to press, the government was facing by-elections in
Bennelong and New England. A loss
in either one would push Turnbull into
minority government.
And the dual citizenship crisis that
brought on the by-elections still has a
long way to run. The new disclosure
regime, requiring MPs to prove their
citizenship status, could easily catch
out other government MPs. Turnbull
is so on the nose that he will struggle
to win by-elections.
If this forces Turnbull to a snap
federal election he would face a
crushing defeat.
The Queensland election confirmed this. Not only did the LiberalNational Party (LNP) lose, they
haemorrhaged votes to One Nation.
This was worst in rural areas, even
as the LNP preferenced One Nation
ahead of Labor in some seats. But
in south-east Queensland the LNP’s
association with One Nation proved
toxic. It was widely predicted that the
LNP’s only chance at government was
through coalition with One Nation,
something LNP leader Tim Nicholls
refused to rule out.
Turnbull’s government is falling
apart. He scrapped a sitting week of
parliament in the hope of avoiding
a bill for an inquiry into the banks.
But then he was forced to give in and
declare he’d hold one anyway. There
were already enough Nationals MPs
in the lower house pledging to cross
the floor to win a vote.
Legislation on equal marriage has
been promised before the end of the
year. The bigots of the No campaign
were comprehensively defeated, with
61.6 per cent for Yes in the postal
vote. But the hard right of the Coalition are exposing how out of step with
the population they are, demanding
discrimination against same-sex couples in the name of religious freedom.
This only reinforces that the Liberals
and Nationals are the most hardline
opponents of equality.
A Labor government could be
just months away. The unions are
throwing themselves into electoral
campaigning against Turnbull, putting
enormous resources into Bennelong.
But this does little to put any
pressure on Labor for change. Labor
says it will abolish the anti-union

Australian Building and Construction
Commission, but it has said nothing
about changing the rules over fines for
industrial action or giving us the right
to strike.
The NSW union day of action
on 16 November was an example of
the kind of action needed—a weekday stopwork rally showing that the
unions will fight the government’s
anti-worker laws.
The wave of protests and pressure over Manus Island forced a small
concession from Labor—which has
now called on Turnbull to accept New
Zealand’s offer of resettling 150 people from Manus. But Labor remains
committed to the offshore detention
policies that have seen refugees languish on Manus and Nauru for over
four years. It’s only a matter of time
before Turnbull is kicked out. But we
need bigger campaigns, protests and
strikes if we’re going to get rid of his
policies as well.
Above: Unions in
Sydney take to the
streets against
Turnbull’s war on
workers

Victory on equal marriage, but
homophobia is far from finished

At a snap
federal
election
Turnbull would
face a crushing
defeat

THE OVERWHELMING 61.6 per
cent Yes vote for equal marriage
is a victory against the Liberals,
homophobia and the bigots behind
the No campaign. The result is a
triumph of years of campaigning.
The fight for marriage equality in
Australia must be one of the most
long-running anywhere. It is 13
years since the conservative government of John Howard first made
same-sex marriage illegal in 2004.
There were concerns that the
voluntary postal vote would lead to a
low turnout. Instead 79.5 per cent of
people returned their vote, higher than
general election turn-outs in many
countries without compulsory voting.
The bigots were well and truly
isolated as football codes, the doctors’ association, most trade unions
and a huge range of community
groups announced their support for
equality. The enthusiasm for a Yes
vote spilled into the largest ever
demonstrations for equal marriage—20,000 in Melbourne and up
to 50,000 in Sydney.
Every state and territory recorded majority support. Victoria,
where the unions through the Victorian Trades Hall were the backbone
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of the Yes campaign, had the highest
Yes vote of any state or territory barring the ACT.
For years, both major parties have
delayed and refused to legislate for
equal marriage. While Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull technically supported a Yes vote, he is so beholden
to the hard right of his party that he
did almost nothing to campaign for it.
And the entire exercise of conducting
a plebiscite on equal marriage was
itself an attack on LGBTI people,
designed to give a platform to bigots
everywhere and to legitimise opposition to LGBTI relationships.
The No campaign took full advantage of this, with their bigotry on
open display. There were disgusting
comments from Australian Christian
Lobby boss, Lyle Shelton, about the
possibility that children of same sex
couples would become a “new stolen
generation”. They ran TV ads scaremongering about “radical gay and
lesbian sex education”, implying all
LGBTI relationships are a problem.
The No campaign was comprehensively defeated. But the fight
against homophobia in society is far
from over.
Continued page 6
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EQUAL MARRIAGE

Victory on equal marriage, but homophobia is far from finished
From page 5
Having lost the vote, the No campaign
are now making demands to further
discriminate against LGBTI couples
and to promote anti-equal marriage
views on the grounds of religious
freedom. The hard right of the Liberal
Party wants further amendments to the
proposed equal marriage legislation. A
group of Liberal MPs including Scott
Morrison have even demanded that
parents be allowed to withdraw their
children from any classes at school on
marriage they disagree with.
The existing bill proposed by Liberal Senator Dean Smith, already contains unjustified “religious freedom”
exemptions. Religious organisations
will have the right to refuse to provide
facilities, goods or services for samesex weddings. And existing secular
civil celebrants (but not any appointed
after the legislation is passed) will
be allowed to opt out of performing
same-sex ceremonies.

Homophobia

Despite the increasing support for
equality, homophobia remains deeply
ingrained in Australia. The shocking
statistics on mental health show how
difficult life is for young LGBTI people
in Australia. Sixteen per cent of LGBTI
people between the ages of 16 and 27
have attempted suicide, as have 42 per
cent of transgender people, a recent
Telethon Kids Institute study found. Yet
the Safe Schools anti-LGBTI bullying
program was scrapped in most states
as governments gave in to homophobic
scare campaigns.
It is already legal for religious
schools to fire teachers simply for being gay. Craig Campbell, a high school
teacher in Perth, was barred from
relief teaching at a Baptist school in
October after he told his boss he was
in a gay relationship.
The main Yes campaign, backed
by Australian Marriage Equality,
avoided confronting the wider homophobia from the No side, going out
of its way to distance equal marriage
from the Safe Schools program or
trans rights. This limited the impact
of the equal marriage vote as a blow
against homophobia.
Homophobia, transphobia and
LGBTI oppression will exist as long
as capitalism continues. Capitalism
requires the nuclear family in order to
reproduce the labour force at the lowest cost to the rich and powerful, while
they pump out gender stereotypes to
6

Above: Celebrating
the victory in the
equal marriage vote
in Sydney

justify their system. It is only decades
of struggle that have forced the ruling
class to accept formal equality for
LGBTI people in marriage and other
areas of life.
The push to entrench discrimina-

tion in the name of religious freedom
is designed to undermine the victory
that has been won. That can’t be allowed to happen. We need to keep
fighting until homophobia is gone for
good.

Migrants not responsible for No vote

The main Yes
campaign
avoided
confronting
the wider
homophobia
from the No
side

IN THE aftermath of the marriage
equality vote, attention has focused
on NSW, which recorded the lowest
level of support, and on Western
Sydney in particular.
Much of the commentary has
been concerned with the large ethnic
and Muslim communities there.
There have been attempts to portray
these communities as somehow out
of step with “Australian values”.
Right-wing Senator David Leyonhjelm said it showed the need
for more scrutiny of immigrants
because, “some of them are not
integrating very well.”
Any attempt to blame Muslims
for the No vote is racist nonsense.
Millions of white Australians voted
No. Muslims make up 2.6 per cent
of the population. They cannot possibly explain the No vote of 38.4 per
cent.
It was Coalition MPs like Tony
Abbott and Eric Abetz who helped
lead the No campaign, alongside the
mainstream Christian churches. The
Anglican diocese of Sydney donated
$1 million to the No campaign.
Liberal electorates voted Yes
at a slightly higher rate than Labor
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electorates overall. This is an indication that the bigots managed to sway
sections of the working class.
Homophobia is a ruling class ideology, promoted by the churches and
the media, rooted in the link between
capitalism and the nuclear family.
Campaigning within ethnic and
religious groups in Western Sydney
seems to have been an important reason for the No vote there. There was
a correlation between religiosity and
No votes everywhere. And Western
Sydney is among the most religious
areas of NSW.
The plebiscite was designed to
give a platform to bigotry—and not
surprisingly seems to have had particular traction in communities that
are dependent on places of worship,
and where conservative attitudes on
LGBTI rights were already strong.
The Yes campaign did little to
counter this, focusing on inner city
areas.
The left and LGBTI activists
have an ongoing challenge to reach
out to places such as Western Sydney, to counter the racism and bigotry they are subjected to by people
like Leyonhjelm, Abbot and Abetz.

STATE ELECTION

Queensland: Campaign against One Nation saves Labor
By Mark Gillespie
LABOR HAS managed to hang onto
power in Queensland despite early
predictions of a One Nation-led rightwing resurgence.
The combined vote of the major
parties was the lowest for a century, as
discontent saw votes bleed to both the
left and right.
What saved Labor was fear of a
Liberal National Party-One Nation
alliance. Labor successfully reminded
the public of LNP leader Tim Nicholls’ record as treasurer in the previous LNP government of Campbell
Newman, which sacked 14,000 public
servants and tried to privatise $42 billion worth of assets.
Labor also vowed to go into opposition rather than make a deal with
One Nation. They rejected One Nation’s “values” and warned of chaos
if the LNP relied on them to form
government. This made Labor look
distinctly different.
One Nation tried to present itself
as a friend of workers and as an alternative to the Labor and LNP establishment parties. Unlike the WA elections,
where One Nation preferenced the
conservatives, in Queensland they
preferenced against all sitting members, both Labor and LNP. Pauline
Hanson toured the state campaigning
from her so called “battler bus”.
Queensland unions played a
crucial role in exposing this populism. Although One Nation’s racism
towards Muslims, refugees and immigration was rarely challenged, the
unions produced leaflets, held meetings and organised counter-protests
reminding workers how One Nation
had voted for anti-worker laws in the
federal parliament. In particular they
highlighted One Nation’s support for
cuts to penalty rates.
This limited the loss of votes from
Labor to One Nation. Most of One
Nation’s votes came from the LNP.
And because of One Nation’s preference policy, they didn’t automatically
flow back to them.
While the One Nation “shockwave” didn’t eventuate we can’t be
too complacent. They did win a seat
and received nearly 14 per cent of the
overall vote, averaging over 20 per
cent in the seats where they stood. In
some traditional Labor-leaning working class seats near Brisbane, more
than one in four, sometimes one in
three, voted for a party that regularly

Above: Unions
campaigned to link
One Nation to the
LNP’s anti-worker
policies

denigrates Muslims.
The Greens ran candidates in all
93 electorates but concentrated most
of their resources on the three inner
city Brisbane seats of Maiwar, South
Brisbane and McConnel where they
had a chance to win.
While they made gestures at addressing cost of living concerns, their
campaign was focused around the
Adani mine.

Two old parties?

Queensland
unions played
a crucial role
in exposing
One Nation’s
populism.

The Greens correctly preferenced
Labor ahead of One Nation and the
LNP on their how-to-vote cards, but in
their drive to unseat Labor in two of
the inner city seats, most of their propaganda targeted Labor. By labelling
Labor as no different to the LNP and
as one of the “old parties” The Greens
failed to make it clear that they were
first and foremost opposed to the LNP.
While it is true Labor takes significant donations from big corporations,
unlike the LNP, much of their funding
and activists come from the union
movement and many workers still see
Labor as their party. It is a mistake to
ignore Labor’s base.
The unions are not just mindless foot soldiers for Labor. Over the
years they’ve run strong grassroots
campaigns against both the LNP and
Labor governments opposing privatisations and more recently demanding
industrial manslaughter laws.
There were other ways that Labor
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was different to the LNP. Labor shifted
on the Adani mine, saying that it
would not facilitate a federal government loan. It used this to present itself
as against the mine, although it still
supports it going ahead. But Labor did
oppose the building of another coalfired power station.
By failing to differentiate Labor
from the LNP, The Greens seemed to
ignore the central threat of an LNPOne Nation government.
We need a left alternative to Labor,
but The Greens have created an unnecessary division between themselves
and Labor’s union activist and voting
base.
While they increased their statewide vote to 9.6 per cent and got over
a third of the vote in South Brisbane,
and could still win Maiwar in Brisbane, outside of the inner city they
are not seen as an alternative for those
disaffected with Labor’s embrace of
neo-liberalism.
Labor won the election. But the
big end of town will pressure them to
bring state debt under control, and to
deliver the Adani mine. One Nation
will be waiting in the wings to channel
disaffection in a racist direction.
Union struggle will be crucial
to resisting any Labor sell-out and
attempts to make workers pay. Now
more than ever we need a fighting left
alternative to Labor that can relate to
workers, fight racism and draw the
disaffection to the left.
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REFUGEES

Manus resettlement: Why NZ and PNG aren’t game to defy Australia
By James Supple
MALCOLM TURNBULL has flatly
turned down New Zealand’s offer to
take 150 refugees from Manus Island.
Immigration Minister Peter Dutton
dismissed it as simply “a back-door
way to get into Australia”, since
New Zealand citizens don’t need a
visa to migrate here. And this would
violate the government’s insistence
that the refugees will never set foot in
Australia.
New Zealand Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern has reiterated the
offer saying, “we don’t think what’s
happening there [on Manus] is acceptable”. She has even offered $2.7
million to restore essential services on
Manus.
In response Dutton threatened
both New Zealand and PNG that any
deal in the face of Australian opposition would have consequences
for both countries’ relationship with
Australia, warning they should, “think
that through”.
Ardern says she won’t proceed
without Australian government support. And even if New Zealand was
willing, PNG is even less likely to
defy the Australian government.

Above: Australian
Federal Police
officers based in
PNG as part of
Australia’s “aid”
program

Neo-colonialism

Publicly, both the Australian and PNG
governments say that PNG is responsible for the refugees and asylum
seekers there. But this is a fiction.
Australia, the one-time colonial
ruler of PNG, still exerts enormous
control over the country.
It bribed the PNG government in
2013 with $420 million in extra aid
to agree to warehouse the refugees,
outsourcing Australia’s human rights
abuses. The Australian government
has funded and controlled everything
to do with the Manus refugees from
day one.
Even now it is paying for the
construction of the new accommodation it wants to force the refugees
into. Australian company Toll Group
was paid $8.1 million to expand the
capacity of the East Lorengau accommodation. Work building the West
Lorengau Haus or Hillside Haus sites
has cost the Australian government
another $22 million.
And it was the Australian government, not PNG, which negotiated with
the US to resettle some of the Manus
refugees—albeit a total of 54 people
one year on.
Australia is the superpower of
8

Australia,
the one-time
colonial
ruler of PNG,
still exerts
enormous
control over
the country

the South Pacific.It is the world’s 14th
largest economy, a third larger even
than Indonesia with its 260 million
people, the only other country in the
region that comes close. Australia’s
annual defence budget is around the
same as almost all the other countries
in the region combined (Indonesia,
Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, the
Philippines and New Zealand).
Australia’s rulers have always
sought to dominate the South Pacific
as an imperialist power. PNG was run
as an Australian colony until independence in 1975. This began when the
territory of Papua was established in
1906, followed by the capture of New
Guinea from Germany in 1914 during
the First World War.
Their main interest in PNG was
keeping out rival military powers.
This obsession continues, with last
year’s Defence White Paper stating,
“Australia cannot be secure if our
immediate neighbourhood including
Papua New Guinea, Timor-Leste and
Pacific Island Countries becomes a
source of threat to Australia”. Today
the threat of rival influence comes
mainly from China.
PNG remains a poor country, with
75 per cent of the population reliant
on subsistence agriculture. About 40
per cent, or three million people, live
in absolute poverty. Australia did little
to develop the country or prepare it
for independence until the late 1960s.
This has seen PNG remain reliant on
Australia.
The Australian government goes
to considerable effort to maintain
its influence. Australia sends more
aid money to PNG than to any other
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country, and its annual $554.5 million
contribution makes up three-quarters
of the aid the country receives. Under
the Defence Cooperation Program,
Australia posts military personnel
within the PNG defence force to train
and support its operations, as well as
supplying military hardware.
The Australian government also
pays for over 200 Australian staff
to work as technical advisers within
the public service. PNG has tried to
increase its control over them, with
Prime Minister Peter O’Neill telling parliament in 2015 they did not
always serve PNG’s interests and
ending the contracts of 15 Australian
public servants.
In February, ABC news revealed
that Australia was spending $148 million to help PNG host the 2018 APEC
summit. This includes extending the
deployment in PNG of 73 Australian
Federal Police officers. The decision
was made because of fears, “any retreat
would risk China filling the breach”.
The Chinese government has
invested $2.5 billion in PNG in recent
years, and is building infrastructure
including roads and airports. But this
is still far behind the $20 billion in
Australian investments particularly in
mining but also banking and manufacturing.
Australia also remains PNG’s
biggest trade partner, although trade
with China and Japan is increasingly
important.
PNG’s corrupt political leaders
will keep letting Australia dump refugees on Manus as long as the flow of
money continues. They are hardly in
any position to refuse.

GREENS
By Ian Rintoul
LEE RHIANNON’S loss in the NSW
Greens pre-selection is a major defeat
for the left of the party.
Many of her supporters thought
that Rhiannon’s decades of work, and
being the sitting Senator, would be
enough for her to win.
Rhiannon, herself, never thought
she would win the pre-selection, but
she was right to stand to defend activism, party democracy, and take the
fight to the right of the party that so
badly wanted her out.
Despite conducting a relatively organised left campaign, Rhiannon was
defeated by Mehreen Faruqi, 1301
votes to 843 after preferences.
The vicious attacks on Lee Rhiannon by the NSW right and the federal
party leadership, so publicly displayed
on the Four Corners program, obviously had a real impact.
Rhiannon’s defeat raises serious questions about the future of left
in The Greens. Some members are
already considering resigning.
There is an urgent need to understand just how far the party has been
pulled to the right if the left is not
going to be completely routed.
The divisions between left and
right will be posed even more sharply
in the upcoming pre-selection battle
between David Shoebridge and Jeremy Buckingham early next year.
Many are committed to keep fighting
the pre-selection battles; but fighting
for what?
Lee Rhiannon’s pre-selection
campaign was a step forward, dealing
explicitly with the attacks from the
right.
It began with a promising public
meeting to discuss “Protest, Parliament and the future of The Greens”,
in which Rhiannon pointedly raised
the dangers of parliamentary politics
and becoming a party that only mobilised members for elections.
But this was not developed into a
full blown political argument in the
pre-selection campaign.
Reference to her exclusion from
the party room and the fight with
the right were avoided in her official
campaign statement and only rarely
touched on subsequently.
The campaign did make a greater
effort to talk about the importance of
struggle outside parliament, and the
need for MPs to build those struggles.
But not enough was done to argue
amongst the membership about why
this was a decisive question in the
pre-selection.

Shock loss for Lee Rhiannon: Does the
left have a future in the NSW Greens?

Faruqi was pitched as a candidate
who was acceptable to the right. Her
material said she aimed at “uniting the party” and making sure The
Greens “stop being so focused on
ourselves”. This was code for arguing
to ditch Lee Rhiannon and embrace
Richard Di Natale’s brand of electoral politics.
There was a resonance for this
amongst Greens members who wish
the internal fighting would just disappear. But the right are not about to just
vanish.

Above: Lee
Rhiannon speaks
during the
pre-selection
campaign
Photo: Vlaudin Vega

Di Natale’s vision

After The Greens won Northcote
in Victoria in November, Di Natale
outlined the usual tired plan for The
Greens to gain parliamentary influence and hold the “balance of power”
by winning seats, one by one, over the
next 25 years.
This approach is also behind his
efforts to cut parliamentary deals
with Turnbull—like the negotiations
over Gonski 2.0. Under Di Natale,
The Greens are well on the way to
dumping any commitment to activist
politics and becoming another version
of the Democrats.
In the aftermath of Rhiannon’s
defeat, leading NSW Greens member
Hall Greenland observed that social
change will require, “not more MPs,
but mass extra-parliamentary movements”. Lee Rhiannon and her supporters understood this, he says.

Under Di
Natale, The
Greens are well
on the way to
dumping any
commitment
to activist
politics
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If that is the case, the fight to
pre-select David Shoebridge has to
become a fight to transform the party.
The left will need to be organised and
much more explicit about what is at
stake politically.
If the left loses, it will be a
decisive defeat. All the MPs in NSW
associated with the left of the party
will be gone.
There needs to be an open campaign in the party to challenge Richard
Di Natale’s approach. The left must
fight for a party that builds social
movements, and that orients consistently to working class people.
The left of the party still has strong
support amongst party activists and
control of the State Delegates Council
(SDC), the highest decision making
body of the party in NSW.
But it is the worst complacency
to think that the SDC can save the
left. The right in NSW has built an
apparatus based on NSW MPs’ offices
and the support of the party’s federal
Senators. SDC resolutions won’t alter
who has real control of the party.
David Shoebridge’s pre-selection
will be a last chance to organise those
in The Greens who want to build an
anti-capitalist party that can, in Hall
Greenland’s words, challenge, “the
social inequality that stunts human
possibilities and democratic life.”
If the left loses that fight, it will
have to face up to the need to build
another party that is up to the task.
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NTEU maintains conditions, but fight to beat casualisation needed
Sydney metropolitian university, and
the university has the worst rate of
casualisation.
With classes largely finished until
next March, the momentum is moving
towards settling an agreement. But it
would be a mistake to do so without
securing better pay and substantial
agreements to improve casuals’ pay
and introduce caps on casualisation.
The university has clearly felt the
pressure of a growing and confident
union membership, so there is no
advantage in rushing into a mediocre
agreement. The next opportunity for
the campaign is the university’s Info
Day on 16 December, where the union
will hold a protest focusing on job
security.

By Amy Thomas
AFTER A semester punctuated by
short strikes at Western Sydney
University (WSU), UTS and the
University of Sydney, both WSU and
the University of Sydney have agreed
to new enterprise bargaining deals,
while Charles Sturt University moves
to industrial action, and University of
New South Wales (UNSW) members
are set to kick off their campaign.
With current negotiations happening in the wake of the cancellation of
Murdoch University’s agreement, an
anxious NTEU union leadership has
been pushing to finalise deals. While
most agreements signed so far have
maintained the majority of existing conditions, this has been both at
the expense of decent pay rises, and
making inroads against the serious
problems of casualisation and insecure
employment in higher education.
The results at WSU were mixed.
Following two successful stop works,
management backed away from their
attempt to introduce new teachingfocused positions. The union won the
creation of 30 new teaching-research
positions for casual staff, and the
conversion of some existing entry
positions to teaching-research roles.
The pay rise of 2 per cent per annum,
below inflation, accepts the low standard set elsewhere.
More could have been won, but
university management successfully
intimidated the union leadership out
of imposing bans on results by taking
them to the Fair Work Commission.
Meanwhile, after a high profile
campaign around job security and a
successful strike, management at UTS
have now backed away from plans to
get rid of Scholarly Teaching Fellow
(STF) positions and have agreed to
some small in-principle changes that
would allow fixed term contract staff
more rights to convert to permanent
positions. But they have yet to make
any significant offer for casual staff,
or to back away from their attempt to
abolish review committees for staff
facing the sack.
A plan for another 24 hour strike
was voted down at the last UTS
members’ meeting, after some of the
branch leadership argued it might
disrupt the bargaining process. Yet
it has been the actions of members
that have pushed the university to
back away from significant attacks.
UTS staff are the lowest paid of any
10

Above: Union
members on strike
at UTS in October
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United strike action can stop
Sydney bus privatisation
ALTHOUGH GOVERNMENT
plans to privatise Sydney’s buses
have moved forward, the fight to
keep the buses in public hands is not
over.
It is now clear that it is not just
Region 6 in the inner west that is
under threat, with Region 7 next to
be targeted. NSW Transport Minister
Andrew Constance has said, “they
will be all private. In 10 to 15 years’
time government will not be in the
provision of transport services”.
When privatisation was announced early this year the mood
to fight was strong. Region 6 took
strike action on 18 May and held a
popular fare-free day on 1 June. The
government was on the back foot.
RTBU members were ready to
go further with all 12 depot delegates
voting for a city-wide strike. When
the Industrial Relations Commission (IRC) ruled the strike illegal the
RTBU leadership and Unions NSW
used the threat of fines to scare eight
depots into overturning the decision
to strike. Many drivers felt betrayed.
One Ryde depot driver told Solidarity, “at my depot I surveyed 140
drivers, 62 per cent said they would
support a strike and about 20 per cent
said they would refuse any voluntary
overtime. So 80 per cent were in favour of some sort of action. We were
very disappointed when we weren’t
called out to support Region 6.”
“RTBU officials said they
couldn’t do anything once the IRC
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placed the orders. But it all comes
down to organising people. What’s
the fine? They say it’s $10,000.
That’s nothing for them,” he said.
A legal challenge to privatisation
has been proposed. But it’s unlikely
that the courts will rule against the
government. Legal action can take
months, sometimes years. The strategy of the RTBU is effectively to accept privatisation and push for a good
deal with the new private operator.
While Labor has campaigned to
keep the buses public, they will not
commit to reversing privatisation.
Backing down from strike action
has only encouraged the government. The RTBU must be prepared
to defy IRC orders.
Depot drivers gathered over 500
RTBU members’ signatures demanding a meeting to discuss the “Don’t
sell our buses” campaign, forcing
the RTBU to call a Special General
Meeting for Sunday 3 December.
“We stood there in the mornings
and in the meal breaks and explained
the purpose of the special meeting.
Drivers signed because they were dissatisfied with the union’s performance
regarding privatisation. We got pages
of signatures. Out of everyone I asked,
80 per cent signed,” one driver said.
The union officials have refused
to act. Stopping privatisation will
require rank and file organisation
like this among drivers to pull off the
strike action needed.
Matt Meagher

UNIONS

Third Sydney stop work rally as unions take on Turnbull
By Daniel Cotton and James Supple
THOUSANDS OF workers in Sydney have taken illegal strike action to
rally against the Liberals’ anti-union
laws.
This is the kind of action needed
both to resist Turnbull’s war on workers, and to build pressure on Labor to
back the right to strike and scrap the
Australian Building and Construction
Commission (ABCC).
The day of action on 16 November was the third time construction
workers have walked off the job to
join stopwork rallies in Sydney this
year.
For the first time Maritime Union
of Australia (MUA) members also
stopped work to attend. “What the
MUA did in Port Botany is stop the
ports and every wharfie walked off”,
as Paul Keating, MUA Sydney Deputy Branch Secretary, told the crowd.
The action was called out of a
combined unions delegates’ meeting
in late July, as a result of pressure
from the CFMEU and other rank and
file unionists.
In August the CFMEU ended its
defiance of Turnbull’s new Construction Code, agreeing to sign new “code
compliant” agreements that strip out a
series of union-friendly clauses. The
Code was introduced alongside the
re-introduction of the ABCC, in an
effort to attack unions in the construction industry.
Labor voted against the ABCC
legislation and says it would scrap it if
it comes to power. But last time Labor
formed government, it took them five
years to repeal the ABCC. And they
never abolished all of its powers, rolling them into a new Building Industry
Inspectorate.
An ongoing campaign of stopwork rallies are needed, as part of
an effort to defy the ABCC and fight
Turnbull, as well as send a message
to Labor that unions expect them to
deliver. Last time around it took the
willingness to break the law and defy
the ABCC by individual unionists
like Noel Washington and Ark Tribe,
backed up with stopwork rallies, to
force Labor to change the law.

Electoral campaign

But the ACTU’s focus remains on an
electoral campaign against Turnbull.
Earlier this year, ACTU Secretary
Sally McManus captured the atten-

Above: Construction
workers join the
stop work march
in Sydney on 16
November

The ACTU
campaign
slogan is not
“Break the
Rules” but
“Change the
Rules”, focused
on an winning
electoral
victory for
Labor

tion of workers with her call that “bad
laws should be broken”, defending the
CFMEU’s right to take “illegal” industrial action.
But the ACTU campaign slogan
is not “Break the Rules” but “Change
the Rules”, focused on an attempt to
win electoral victory for Labor, and on
a Labor government’s willingness to
change the law.
Sally McManus attended the rally
and told the crowd that, “ten years
since the Your Rights at Work campaign… we need to finish the job.”
She outlined some of the changes that
the ACTU is demanding—which they
hope an incoming Labor government
will adopt.
As well as some modest specific
changes like a guarantee of “ten days
domestic violence leave for all workers” and abolishing the ABCC, much
of this remains vague, including the
hope for some kind of legislation to
reduce casualisation, and the use of
the Fair Work Commission to combat
wage theft.
But McManus also called for an
end to the ban on “pattern bargaining”
across an industry, saying, “we need
more bargaining power for workers, that means we should be able
to choose over what we bargain and
who we bargain with, whether that be
across a sector, across an industry, up
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the supply chain. We should not just
be forced to bargain on an enterprisebased level.”
She also tipped her hat to demands
for the right to strike, saying, “We
need better and fairer rights to withdraw our labour when we need to. We
need to stop the fines that are dished
out to unions”, citing, “the $2 million
for stopping work to defend your
delegate at Barangaroo”, as, “unacceptable”.
Just like the Your Rights at Work
campaign, the ACTU’s campaign
efforts remain squarely focused on
mobilising workers into marginal
electorates and voting booths with
how-to-votes.
In a call to action, she declared:
“We need to stop this government and
we have a chance right now. We must
do everything we can to win Bennelong and bring down the government.”
Workers were urged to volunteer
for the campaign against Liberal MP
John Alexander in the Bennelong byelection.
But forcing Labor to stop the fines
against strike action will take serious
pressure—and a willingness to take to
the streets and defy the laws. As one
MUA banner demanded, we need to,
“Smash the anti-union laws: it’s our
right to strike”.
11
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The hidden history of the disability rights movement
Defiant Lives
Directed by Sarah
Barton
DEFIANT LIVES, a documentary by Australian
filmmaker Sarah Barton,
charts the history of a relatively unknown struggle
against oppression: the
disability rights movement. It showcases archival footage and interviews
with leading activists from
the movement in the US,
UK and Australia.
The film covers protests against the warehousing of disabled people
in institutions or nursing
homes. Traditionally, children born with significant
impairments were written
off and segregated in
impersonal, prison-like
institutions.
In response, the
independent living movement fought successfully
for deinstitutionalisation.
However, in most cases
deinstitutionalisation just
placed extra pressure on
families to pick up the
slack. Without adequate
support and a universal
welfare system, the lives
of people with disabilities
and their families remained hard.
A disability activist
interviewed in the film
makes the important point
that for independent living to be a success, the
pay and conditions of
the workers who care for
disabled people must be
decent. This is something
to keep in mind today with
the rollout of the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS), which
threatens to undermine the
pay and conditions of the
disability workforce.
A key theme of the
film is the social model
of disability, a definition
of disability that emerged
from the disability rights
movement in the early
1970s. In an era of combative social movements,
12

people with disabilities began rejecting the idea that
the cause of their oppression was biological and
personal, instead insisting
that it originated in the
society around them.
This new definition
rested on the distinction
between impairment and
disability. Someone may
have an impairment (for
example lacking a limb)
but only becomes disabled
by a society that fails
to meet their additional
needs.
The social model is
now the accepted definition of disability, but was
pioneered by disabled
socialists in the UK. One
of them was anti-apartheid
activist Vic Finkelstein,
who alongside Paul
Hunt founded the Union
of Physically Impaired
Against Segregation in
1975.

Above: A protest in
the US around the
Rehabilitation Act in 1973

Fighting
discrimination

504 included a sentence
outlawing disability
discrimination in government-funded services.
People mobilised
in nine cities across the
country to demand its
implementation. In Washington protesters occupied
the Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) offices for
28 hours before the au-

There were a number of
high profile victories in
the US. One was the fight
to implement Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act.
The Act itself, passed in
1973 by the Republican
administration, mostly
disappointed disability
activists. However Section

thorities’ refusal to allow
food in starved them out.
But in San Francisco
where activists had built
support networks in
advance, 120 activists
occupied the offices of
the HEW for 25 days!
Illustrating the connections between struggles in
this inspiring period, the
film shows footage of the
Black Panthers delivering food to the occupiers,
while churches and unions
also contributed.
The defiance of the
occupiers and the solidarity they received from the
wider community forced
President Jimmy Carter
to finally concede their
demands.
Accessible public
transport was a battleground common to the
American, British and
Australian disability rights
movements. The film
shows incredible footage of activists taking to
the streets and putting
their bodies on the line to
demand equal access to
public transport.
As an American activist put it, “Black people
fought for the right to ride
in the front of the bus.
We’re fighting for the right
to get on the bus.”
In footage from a
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protest in Australia, police
arrested protesters but
were forced to de-arrest a
wheelchair user because
the police divvy van
wasn’t wheelchair accessible.
The documentary,
covering the history of the
oppression of disability as
well as the struggle against
it in three countries, feels
at times to be too broad in
scope. Towards the end we
see Julia Gillard speaking at a rally welcoming
the NDIS, with chants
of, “What do we want?
NDIS! When do we want
it? Now!”
This cursory inclusion
of the NDIS sits awkwardly with the radical
movements that make
up the rest of the film. A
disability academic interviewed towards the end
declares that a neo-liberal,
market-oriented society is
incompatible with rights
and dignity for people
with impairments.
Yet the NDIS is
entrenching precisely this
kind of competitive market into disability services,
a move which people with
disabilities and unions are
resisting. It’s actually the
resistance to the sell-off of
public disability services
accompanying its rollout
which is more in keeping
with the rest of the film.
Notwithstanding these
criticisms, Defiant Lives
is an inspiring primer to
an underappreciated social
movement that will leave
you wanting to find out
more. A good place to
look is Roddy Slorach’s
recent book A very capitalist condition: a history and
politics of disability.
Lachlan Marshall
You can host
a screening of
Defiant Lives using
Demand Film or for a
community group visit
defiantlives.com for
details

INTERNATIONAL

Democratic Party a dead end for the anti-Trump rebellion
By Sofia Donnelly
NOVEMBER MARKS a full year
since US President Donald Trump
won the White House. Since Trump’s
election private health insurance premiums have jumped by almost 40 per
cent in some states. Trump’s outright
class war tax bill just passed the lower
house. Every day new stories add to
the avalanche of sexual misconduct
allegations rocking the country since
Harvey Weinstein’s serial abuse hit the
press.
We have seen inspiring examples
of resistance: the Women’s March,
airport protests against the Muslim
ban, and mobilisations to defend legal
protections for undocumented people.
But we are already seeing signs of the
anti-Trump resistance being channelled into the Democratic Party.
The Movement For Black Lives,
the umbrella organisation that represents anti-racist groups all over the
country, has launched the Electoral
Justice Project, aimed at mobilising
the black vote in the 2018 mid-term
elections. They will set up a help desk
so black organisations can call in for
electoral strategy advice. But this
hasn’t been matched by grassroots
mobilisations against police brutality
and racism.
A slew of Democratic victories in
November’s state and local elections
have offered hope to those committed
to the dead end of reclaiming the party
for the left.
Ravi Bhalla, a practicing Sikh
from New Jersey, ran for mayor and
won—despite a vicious, racist smear
campaign against him.
In Virginia, Danica Roem became the first openly trans woman to
win and serve in a state legislature,
defeating Republican incumbent Bob
Marshall. One of his final acts in office was introducing—and losing—a
transphobic bathroom bill.
A racist, sexist cloud has not
descended across the United States
since Trump’s election. In fact, we are
seeing a wide backlash against Trump
and the Republicans.
The most significant electoral
victories on 7 November were those of
openly left-wing and socialist candidates, inspired in large part by Bernie
Sanders’ presidential bid and supported by his new organisation “Our Revolution.” What’s more, members of
the Democratic Socialists of America
(DSA) won 15 local elections.

DSA member Lee Carter in Virginia is a case in point. The IT worker
was inspired by Sanders and ran on a
platform for universal healthcare. Initially the Democrats enthusiastically
backed him. But Carter stood firm
against corporate donations, refusing
to take money from electricity company Dominion Energy and opposing
its plans for a gas pipeline. Dominion
is huge contributor to both Democrats
and Republicans in Virginia.
So the Democratic Party quietly
abandoned Carter. He unseated Republican Jackson Miller anyway.
The DSA is a socialist group that
grew during Sanders’ campaign and
exploded when Trump got elected,
now boasting 30,000 members nationally.
The organisation has no clear
position on its relationship to the
Democratic Party. It tends to operate
as a left-wing pressure group inside
the party, often endorsing and running
candidates through it. Nearly half of
their local candidates in November,
however, ran as independents. The
organisation also builds movements
and actions beyond the Democrats,
particularly around labour rights and
healthcare.

Not moving left

But it is clear that the Democrats
don’t want to be associated with leftwing campaigns like Carter’s. The
party resolutely refuses to draw any
lessons from Hillary Clinton’s failed
election campaign that drove away
the party base in droves. Their obsession with blaming Russian electoral
interference shows just how far the
Democrats will go to avoid shifting to

Above: Leftwing Democratic
candidates Lee
Carter and Danica
Roem in Virginia
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the left.
The party elite pulled out all the
stops last year to prevent Bernie Sanders winning the presidential nomination. And in October Tom Perez, chair
of the powerful Democratic National
Committee, purged a series of Sanders’ supporters from their positions.
This ensured the party’s Rules and
Bylaws Committee—which determines how election campaigns are
run—is stacked with conservatives
and ex-lobbyists who backed Clinton.
They are getting ready for the 2018
mid-term elections by cleansing the
party apparatus of progressives.
Sanders remains the most popular
politician in the US. But this matters
little to the party elite. They would
much rather maintain their cozy relationship with Wall Street than allow a
left-wing take-over inside the party.
Sanders and Our Revolution push
a “down ballot” strategy focussed on
winning local campaigns—and it is
seriously limited. These local election
victories show that people will come
out to vote for left-wing candidates.
But local representatives only wield
so much power, and their campaigns
don’t challenge the heart of the Democratic Party machine. This remains
firmly in the grip of the corporate elite.
There is the potential—as yet unrealised—for an independent movement
beyond the shell of the Democratic
Party. The AFL-CIO, the country’s
main union body, passed a resolution
in October calling for an “independent
political voice” saying, “the time has
passed when we can passively settle
for the lesser of two evils.”
That requires an unequivocal break
with the Democratic Party.
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ROBERT MUGABE—

FROM ANTI-COLONIAL
HERO TO DICTATOR

Charlie Kimber looks at Mugabe’s move from leading the struggle against British colonial
rule to authoritarianism and compromise with imperialism
ROBERT MUGABE resigned on 21
November after being president and
then prime minister of Zimbabwe in
southern Africa since 1980.
He was a hero of the struggle
against colonialism and first leader
of independent Zimbabwe. He then
became a compromiser with imperialism—and finally a dictator.
He went from being venerated by
most of the country’s black workers
and poor people to being hated by
many who saw him as their tyrannical
oppressor.
It is essential to understand both
elements of his life.
Mugabe was born in 1924 in what
was then the British colony of Southern Rhodesia. He escaped from
extreme poverty through luck and his
determination, drive and education,
eventually reaching the South African
University of Fort Hare.
Nelson Mandela said that, “For
young black South Africans like
myself, Fort Hare was Oxford and
Cambridge, Harvard and Yale, all
rolled into one” and Mugabe’s contemporaries included several figures
who would become prominent in
Africa after the colonialists had been
removed.
He returned to Southern Rhodesia in the early 1960s and became
involved in resistance movements
against white rule. At the time about
225,000 whites had all the political
power and virtually all economic
power. Five million black people had
none.
The colony, named after archplunderer Cecil Rhodes, had a
complex voting system which ensured
whites would always have the great
majority of MPs. Land, seized by
colonisers from the black inhabitants,
was overwhelmingly in white hands.
As late as 1979, whites who made
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up only 5 per cent of the population
owned 70 per cent of the most fertile
land.
Black opposition groups were
repressed and banned. Many activists,
including Mugabe, believed armed
struggle would be needed to shake off
white rule. Mugabe helped to form the
Zimbabwe African National Union
(ZANU) in 1963. Almost immediately
he was arrested, jailed indefinitely,
and was to spend a decade in prisons
and punishment camps.
There he adopted a Maoist version
of Marxism, particularly centred on
the potential for peasant resistance
and guerrilla war.
When his three-year-old son
Nhamodzenyika died in 1966,
Mugabe petitioned the prison governor for leave to attend the funeral.
The racist white Prime Minister Ian
Smith intervened personally to prevent this.

Many activists,
including
Mugabe,
believed
armed
struggle would
be needed
to shake off
white rule

Resistance

But repression could not stop the
resistance. By 1978 the regime was in
crisis, fighting a guerrilla war on six
fronts, reduced to calling up all men
under 60 for active military service
and scouring the world for mercenaries. The ruling elite searched for a
deal.
Elected leader of ZANU while in
prison, Mugabe was released in 1974.
While some other black stooge leaders were prepared to accept a powersharing agreement with the regime,
Mugabe held out for fuller democratic
rights.
Talks at Lancaster House in London cleared the way for one person,
one vote elections—a real achievement. But Mugabe also made two
key concessions. Whites would be
guaranteed 20 of the 100 seats in parliament. And, although Mugabe had
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promised, “none of the white exploiters will be allowed to keep an acre of
their land”, he now agreed there would
be no land reform for ten years, and
no constitutional amendments for a
similar period.
Despite this Mugabe retained a
much more militant aura than other
candidates, speaking of revolutionary
transformation and justice. ZANU’s
slogans for the election were “Confrontation not circumvention” and “We
are our own liberators”.
Under the headline “Mugabe
returns” Socialist Worker UK reported
in February 1980, “For years the press
branded him as a terrorist. But on Sunday 200,000 blacks turned out to give
Robert Mugabe a wildly enthusiastic
welcome to Zimbabwe. Even the press
had to concede it was the biggest rally
in Zimbabwe’s history.
“Mugabe is now talking very
soft—a place for the whites, peaceful
co-existence with South Africa. But
his followers still respond enthusiastically to cries of ‘Pamberinahondo’—
‘Forward with the war’. That’s why
the British are pulling every dirty trick
to stop him winning the election. Sunday’s rally shows they may not find it
so easy.”
Much to the horror of the elites who
had agreed the Lancaster House deal,
the elections saw overwhelming support for the “communist terrorists” of
ZANU which won 57 of the 100 seats
and Mugabe became prime minister.
His government inherited an
economy which had been deliberately wrecked by the departing white
regime.
The first effect of black rule was a
big improvement in ordinary people’s
lives. Between 1980 and 1985 infant
and child deaths fell by about half.
Spending on education per head more
than doubled. Grain supply trebled

between 1980 and 1985.
Even Tory Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher said of Mugabe, “He is
a man who can be relied upon to provide stability and economic growth.”
The West said virtually nothing as
Mugabe’s forces killed 20,000 people
in Matabeleland. Documents released
in 2015 indicate the massacres were
part of a drive to eliminate opposition.
Zapu, the major opposition group, had
strong support among the Ndebele and
therefore the people of Matabeleland
needed to be “re-educated”.

Leniency

Throughout this period Mugabe
treated the white farmers with great
leniency. None of them were called to
account for their crimes under the racist regime, none of them lost land, and
none of them were forced to pay compensation for what they had stolen.
They responded by blocking initiatives to settle black people on unused
white land, and by continuing to back
Smith’s Rhodesian Front party.
From the mid-1980s, as crisis hit
the world economy, the international
bankers and capitalists stepped up the
pressure on Mugabe. They wanted to
see a sharp shift to market reforms and
an end to all talk of socialism.
The crunch came in 1991. Unemployment soared and the price of
Zimbabwe’s exports collapsed.
But Mugabe’s government insisted
on repaying debt as part of the strategy
of compromise with international financiers. The inevitable consequence was a
war on Zimbabwe’s poor, spearheaded
by the IMF and the World Bank.
ESAP, the Economic Structural
Adjustment Programme, was born.
For many Zimbabweans ESAP was
soon renamed Eternal Suffering for
African People. Mugabe’s government
agreed to big cuts in social spending,
privatisation of many state firms, an
end to food subsidies, a removal of
any barriers to multinationals entering
the country, and “market determination” of prices and wages.
All the gains of the early years of
independence were wiped out by a few
years of ESAP. As early as 1992 massive student protests broke out against
a huge rise in tuition fees.
The trade union movement, which
had been tied to the ruling party, began
to break away under pressure from
below.
In December 1997 and January
1998 around one million workers
joined “stayaways” against tax
increases. Health workers, civil
servants, transport workers and many
others held successful strikes in their

own industries. At the same time
many townships exploded in urban
uprisings.
The Movement for Democratic
Change (MDC), centred on the
trade unions, was formed to oppose
Mugabe and rule by the elite.
Seeking scapegoats, Mugabe
declared in 1995 that gay people were
“worse than dogs and pigs”. He was
to continue such attacks through the
rest of his rule.
Early in 2000 Mugabe held a
referendum on a new constitution that
would have given him virtually unlimited powers. Almost unthinkably,
he lost the vote.
Mugabe, a clever politician,
realised he would have to make a
sharp shift or be driven out. He tried
to rebuild support by denouncing the
white landowners and encouraging
occupations of white-owned farms.
This successfully bound sections
of the rural population to the government, and caused problems for the
MDC which had absorbed a section
of rich whites who hated Mugabe for
all the wrong reasons.
As the British Labour government
backed the white farmers, the MDC
also picked up dubious international
allies including Tories, racist South
Africans and former top US state
officials.

Above: Mugabe has
ruled Zimbabwe
since independence
in 1980

He considered stepping down, and
then unleashed the fury of the state
machine against the opposition.
Shattered by the scale of the
deaths, the MDC withdrew from
the run-off vote, allowing Mugabe
to claim an easy win. Then Mugabe
lured Tsvangirai into a power-sharing
government, before breaking all the
promises he had made.
The MDC’s collapse into
Mugabe’s claws enabled him to
redouble his attacks, including against
Solidarity’s sister organisation the
International Socialist Organisation.
Zimbabwean capitalism is now
in renewed crisis, with food shortages and fears that a return to hyperinflation is on the way. New President
Emmerson Mnangagwa wants fullblooded market reforms, which will
make life even harder for workers and
the poor. Zimbabwean socialist Munya
explained, “The Mnangagwa faction
includes the former finance minister
who worked closely with the International Monetary Fund.”
Many political obituaries of
Mugabe will denounce him for his
attacks on white farmers. That was
never his crime.
The problem was his politics of
change from above without a focus on
workers’ power.
Without a consistent focus on that
force you are caught between imperialism and its coalitions of the killing,
espousing liberal democratic values
but policing an economic agenda
producing widespread global impoverishment, and on the other hand
an anti-working class authoritarian
nationalism.
Republished from
Socialist Worker UK
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Brutal

The 2002 election saw fraud, violence
and brutal intimidation. Mugabe defeated MDC leader Morgan Tsvangirai and repeated the trick at the 2005
parliamentary election.
But in 2008 even the vast machine
of threats, killings and rigging could
not hide the fact that Mugabe lost.
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STALIN:

EMBODIMENT OF THE
COUNTER-REVOLUTION
After the ravages of foreign invasion and civil war, Stalin led a counter-revolution in Russia
that installed a new class in power and betrayed the ideals of 1917, writes Tom Fiebig
ONE HUNDRED years ago, workers
took power in Russia and began to
organise a socialist society.
But the revolution ended in tragedy with the rise of the brutal Stalin
dictatorship.
It is common to hear it claimed
that “Stalinism” was the inevitable
outcome of the revolution, or more
specifically, the supposed anti-democratic character of Leninism.
But Stalinism wasn’t inevitable. It
was the product of the degeneration,
and ultimate defeat, of the revolution.
The man who was to become the
infamous Joseph Stalin (meaning “the
man of steel”) had humble origins.
Joseph Djugashvili—as he was originally known—was born in 1878 into a
poor Georgian family.
His father was a cobbler, his
mother was a peasant.
His father was known to be a
heartless drunkard, cruel and brutal to
his wife and child. Tsarist Russia was
itself a brutal society, marked by bitter
poverty and authoritarian power.
Stalin took the only route to education available for a poor peasant—he
went to train as a priest.
After reading Marx’s Capital
he became an atheist and a Marxist
and, in 1899, was expelled from the
seminary for revolutionary activities.
Taking on the pseudonym Koba, he
operated as an organiser and agitator
in the underground socialist movement, joining Lenin’s Bolshevik faction in 1904.
His work in illegal revolutionary
networks, carrying out robberies of
banks and cartels, saw him repeatedly
jailed, and exiled to Siberia.
Stalin was not a profound theoretician. Nor was he a man of the people.
In fact, from March to October 1917,
Stalin is reported to have only spoken
16

in public three times.
His skill was as a practical administrator and organiser. A trusted
Bolshevik functionary, Stalin generally followed the prevailing mood,
which—when Lenin happened to be
absent—typically meant vying for
“the middle ground”.
Prior to Lenin’s return to Russia
in 1917 and his April Theses, Stalin
had been part of the leadership group
opposing the aim of overthrowing
the bourgeois Provisional
Government.

Before the
revolution
Lenin
continually
stated, “the
absolute truth
is that without
a revolution in
Germany we
shall perish”

The 1917 revolution

The 1917 revolution saw workers take
power into their own hands, forming
democratically elected soviets, or
councils.
The Bolsheviks took power after
winning the majority in the soviets
(along with the Left SRs). Historian
Isaac Deutscher writes that this, “was
no clandestine, self-appointed group
or clique of conspirators but a body
openly elected by a broad representative body”.
The Bolsheviks recognised Russia’s economic backwardness, arguing
that socialism in Russia was only possible as the first stage in a worldwide
revolution, on which it depended for
protection against foreign intervention
and tensions between the peasantry
and the cities.
The 1917 revolution sent shivers down the spines of ruling classes
everywhere. Fearing similar upheaval in their own countries, the
major capitalist powers brought their
military power to bear on the recently
established workers’ state.
The civil war that ensued decimated the Russian economy.
The German occupation of the
Ukraine, sanctioned by the BrestSolidarity | ISSUE ONE HUNDRED AND NINE DECEMBER 2017

Litovsk peace treaty in March 1918,
meant that the Bolsheviks no longer
had access to 80 per cent of Russia’s
pre-war grain production. Only one
seventh of Imperial Russia’s sugar
beet fields and one quarter of its coal
mines, iron foundries and steel mills
remained in their control.
Due to the combined shortages of
raw materials, fuel and food, industrial production in Russia in 1920
shrunk to less than a third of its 1917
level.
The total number of industrial
workers fell from about three million
in 1917, to 1.2 million in 1921. But
many of them were newly recruited
to the factories from the countryside.
The bulk of the militant and politically
conscious workers, those who had
made the revolution of 1917, died in
the civil war.

Russia isolated

Before the October revolution Lenin
had continually stated, “the absolute
truth is that without a revolution in
Germany we shall perish”.
But the failure of the revolution to
spread across Europe, despite numerous miscarried and stifled uprisings,
left the Bolsheviks in Russia isolated.
The Bolshevik party therefore
found itself suspended in a vacuum,
maintaining the gains of 1917 only
through its acquired political authority and the socialist aspirations of the
Bolshevik “old guard”.
Instead of holding power as the
direct representatives of the working class, the Bolsheviks increasingly operated as a one-party regime.
This was the price of the regime’s
survival.
The opposition press was banned.
By 1919, there had been no elections
to the Moscow soviet for over 18

months. In 1921, at the Tenth Congress of the Party, Lenin even moved
to pass a strict ban on “factional
actions” within the Bolshevik Party
itself, concerned with their political
isolation and the continued threat of
external aggression.
Doing otherwise would have
meant yielding to counter-revolution
and the wholesale slaughter of supporters of the regime.
The regime was only able to
recover from the devastation of the
civil war by making concessions to
internal capitalism, in the form of the
1921 New Economic Policy (NEP).
While offering “brief respite” to the
ailing country, the NEP facilitated
the rise of a small business owning
class (NEPmen) and an aspirant, rich
peasant class (kulaks), hostile to the
revolutionary spirit of 1917.
Even in 1917 Russia had been an
overwhelmingly peasant country, with
the working class only a tiny minority
of the population.
Once the civil war had ended and
the threat of a return of the landlords
was gone, the peasants demanded a
better price for their grain and became
increasingly hostile towards the
regime. There were numerous peasant
uprisings.
But industry was too shattered to
be able to meet their demands.
Thus, as British Marxist Chris
Haman has argued, the post-war
conditions of the country necessarily
transformed the Bolshevik Party into
a bureaucratic apparatus controlling
the economy, whose representatives
were constantly forced to make concessions to the interests of non-worker
elements.

The rise of the bureaucracy

Just as the period of revolutionary
advance created individuals like
Lenin and Trotsky who articulated
the popular hopes and dreams of the
masses, the consequent period of reaction found its ideological figurehead
in Stalin.
Between 1917 and 1922, Stalin
was gradually elevated to become the
most powerful figure in the Bolshevik party, appointed to the post
of General Secretary of the Central
Committee.
Stalin’s power rested on serving
the interests of the party bureaucracy
which was in effective control of
the country. Only in 1922 did Lenin
warn the Party about Stalin, recommending his removal as General
Secretary:
“Comrade Stalin, having become

Above: Stalin
with three of his
Central Committee
comrades, Zinoviev,
Kamenev and Rykov,
who he would later
have murdered
during the Moscow
show trials

General Secretary, has unlimited authority concentrated in his hands, and
I am not sure whether he will always
be capable of using that authority with
sufficient caution.”
The dominant group of the party
leadership of Zinoviev, Kamenev,
Bukharin and Stalin suppressed Lenin’s testament, while Trotsky, despite
his original intentions, remained silent
and maintained “party discipline”.
In 1924 Stalin announced a new
aim of building “socialism in one
country”.
Until that point, the party as whole
had taken as incontrovertible the view
that the fate of Russian socialism
depended on spreading the revolution
in Europe.
Stalin’s assertion that socialism
in Russia could be self-sufficient thus
marked a major shift.
It was an attempt to justify, using
the language of socialism, the allencompassing top-down control of
the economy by a new ruling class of
bureaucrats.
This set the course for a brutal
program of forced industrialisation,
driven by the desire to compete militarily with the West.
As Stalin put it, “We are fifty or
a hundred years behind the advanced
countries. We must make good this lag
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in ten years. Either we do it or they
crush us.”
Thus, owing to its internal degeneration and the failure of revolution
to spread in Europe, the democratic
socialism from below that had briefly
existed in 1917 became twisted,
trampled, and finally extinguished as
Stalin emerged as the head of a state
capitalist dictatorship.
In the coming decade Stalin would
opportunistically invoke “the cult of
Leninism” to enable him to extend
anti-democratic measures and to manoeuvre himself into his final position
of near absolute of power.
Stalin orchestrated the arrest,
deportation, and murder of many Bolshevik leaders and party members. On
his orders, the Bolshevik “old guard”
of central committee members Zinoviev, Kamenev, Bukharin and Rykov
were sentenced to death in the famous
Moscow show-trials in 1936 and 1938,
while he had Trotsky assassinated in
1940.
These crimes were designed to extinguish the memory of 1917 and the
ideals of the October revolution.
The scale of Stalin’s purges
underline the immense gulf between
the genuine revolutionary tradition
of 1917, and the Stalin regime that
replaced it.
17
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ISRAEL’S 1967 WAR:
SIX DAYS THAT
ENTRENCHED IMPERIALISM
Israel’s war on the Arab states 50 years ago entrenched Western imperialism in the Middle
East and led to misery for Palestinians in the Occupied Territories, writes Tooba Anwar
FROM THE beginning, Israel’s establishment relied on the backing of the
imperialist powers.
Zionist settlement in Palestine was
initially supported by Britain, which
took control of the Middle East after
the First World War.
Zionist leaders won British support by offering to help put down any
revolt against British control by the
Palestinian population.
The Balfour declaration of 1917
saw Britain promise to support, “the
establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people”.
From its inception, the Zionist project of creating Israel as, “a
purely Jewish state”, was justified as
delivering, “A land without people
for a people without a land”. However, no such land “without a people”
existed. Israel was only established in
1948 through the ethnic cleansing of
750,000 Palestinians.
The Six Day War of 1967 was
an extension of this process. Around
430,000 Palestinians were forced to
flee into Jordan because of the war,
some who had already fled historic
Palestine in 1948.
Another one million Palestinians
came under Israeli control, in the occupied territories of West bank, Gaza
strip and east Jerusalem.
The end of the Second World War
saw Britain begin to retreat from direct
colonial control of the Middle East in
the face of an upsurge of anti-colonial
struggle.
In 1952 Gamal Nasser led a coup
in Egypt that effectively ended British
control.
He became a symbol of resistance
to European colonialism and the
figurehead of a new Arab nationalism. His push for Arab unity led to a
union between Syria and Egypt that
was established in 1958, although this
union was short lived (ending only
18

three years later).
Nasser’s popularity skyrocketed
when he nationalised the Suez Canal
in 1956. He denounced British imperialism and the profits it reaped from
the canal, and asserted the right to
Egyptian sovereignty over their own
water way.
A British and French effort to
invade Egypt in retaliation, with the
support of Israeli troops, failed.
Western imperialism’s hold on the
Middle East, and its control over the
region’s vast oil reserves, was under
threat.
In 1945 the US had replaced Britain as the world’s leading imperialist
power.
But the US was concerned that
supporting Israel too strongly would
alienate the Arab states, where it also
wanted to maintain influence.
So Israel had to make itself indispensable to the US as a defender of
Western imperialism in the region.
Israel’s offer to defend imperialist interests in the Middle East was
famously spelled out in the Israeli
newspaper Ha’aretz in 1951, in response to Iran’s nationalisation of its
oil companies:
“The feudal regimes in the Middle
East have had to make such concessions to the nationalist movements
... that they become more and more
reluctant to supply Britain and the
United States with their natural resources and military bases... Strengthening Israel helps the Western powers
maintain equilibrium... in the Middle
East.
“Israel is to become the watchdog. There is no fear that Israel will
undertake any aggressive policy
towards the Arab states when this
would explicitly contradict the
wishes of the US and Britain. But if
for any reasons the western powers
should sometimes prefer to close

It was clear
the rising
tide of antiimperialism
would lead to a
clash between
Israel and the
Arab states
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their eyes, Israel could be relied upon
to punish one or several neighbouring states whose discourtesy to the
west went beyond the bounds of the
permissible.”
The establishment of the state of
Israel in 1948 had been a humiliation
for the whole Arab world.
So it was clear the rising tide
of anti-imperialism would lead to a
renewed clash between Israel and the
Arab states.

War

In the lead up to the 1967 war, Israel
started bringing UN sanctioned demilitarised areas in Jordan and Syria
under cultivation and farming.
This was a surreptitious effort to
seize more land. When an Israeli tractor appeared on the shared zone, Syria
launched a mortar attack. The Syrians
viewed Israel’s act an intentional
provocation.
Israel responded to this mortar
attack by unleashing tanks, artillery
and fighter jets to destroy Syrian army
positions.
The Israeli defence minister,
Moshe Dyan, explained the Israeli
strategy:
“We would send a tractor to
plough in the demilitarised area, and
knew in advance that the Syrians
would start to shoot. If they didn’t
shoot, we would tell the tractor to
advance further, until in the end the
Syrians would get annoyed and shoot.
And then we would use artillery and
later the air forces also, and that’s how
it was… The Syrians, on the fourth
day of the war, were not a threat to
us.”
On 11 May, Israeli general
Yitzhak Rabin declared, “The moment is coming when we will march
on Damascus to overthrow the Syrian
government”.
In response, the Egyptian Prime

Minister Nasser sent two battalions
to Sinai and, on 23 May, ordered the
closure of the Gulf of Aqaba (just below the Sinai Peninsula) to stop Israeli
shipping.
At 8:30 am on 5 June an Egyptian
plane carrying field marshal Abd-alHakim Amer took off over the Sinai
Peninsula. Egyptian gunners were told
not to fire while he was airborne.
Within minutes, Israeli planes
launched a surprise attack. The Egyptian air force was completely decimated within a few hours.
Only one day later Israeli forces
managed to seize the Gaza strip from
Egypt.
Jordan, Syria and Iraq all joined
the war, launching attacks on Israel. Within days Israel had defeated
Jordan, capturing the West Bank and
East Jerusalem, including the Old City
containing the Al-Aqsa mosque and
the Wailing Wall.
Israeli forces relentlessly charged
through the Sinai Peninsula, pushing
Egyptian forces through to the Suez
Canal.
As Israeli forces flew over Egypt
unchallenged, Nasser realised that
Egypt’s defeat meant a defeat for the
whole Arab alliance.
Nasser cabled Syrian forces
instructing them to agree to the United
Nations sponsored ceasefire in the
hope of saving Syrian forces from
defeat.
Nasser’s warning to the Syrians
came too late. Although the Syrian
government requested a cease fire
at 3:20 am on 9 June, Israeli forces
advanced towards Damascus, taking
the Golan Heights.
It wasn’t until the following day
that Israeli forces halted at Quanitra
and accepted the cease-fire.

Consequences

“The streets of Cairo were flooded
with more than two and a half million… And its slogans could not be
misunderstood: ‘No imperialism, No
dollar’.” But the scale of the military
defeat was clear.
The defeat of Arab nationalism
allowed Israel to greatly expand its
borders, turning Gaza, the West Bank
and East Jerusalem into Occupied
Territories.
Israel has made life here for Palestinians a misery, expanding settlements that have stolen water reserves
and land, and imposing military
check-points that disrupt daily life.
Immediately after the war, United
Nations Security Council resolution
242 requested that Israel withdraw
from the occupied territories, noting
their seizure was illegal under international law.
But Israel refused to comply, and
the US has vetoed subsequent resolutions aimed at enforcing its withdrawal. The 50 year occupation continues
to this day.
As a result of the six day war,
Israel proved its worth as a watchdog
state for the US in the Middle East. It
was after 1967 that the US threw its
support wholeheartedly behind Israel,
pouring huge amounts of military
“aid” into the country.
Israel has received more US
military aid that any other country in

the period since 1945. Since 1987 the
US has provided at least $2.4 billion
annually, increasingly steadily over
time.
Last year, the US agreed to give
Israel another $50 billion over the next
decade.
It has secured privileged access to
advanced US weaponry, as part of a
US pledge to ensure Israel maintains a
“qualitative military edge” over other
military forces in the region. In effect,
Israel has become an extension of the
US military.
This has helped put militarism
at the very core of Israeli society,
shaping it into effectively a military
garrison serving US interests.
The scale of imperialist support for
Israel means that only a region-wide
struggle against imperialism is capable
of defeating it.
The 1967 war represented the failure of the new Arab ruling classes to
defeat Israel through military means.
Today the main Arab ruling classes
have long since made their peace with
Israel and the US.
It will take a revolutionary struggle
across the Middle East, based on
the power of the working class in
countries like Egypt, Jordan and Syria,
to successfully challenge Zionism,
imperialism and the capitalist interests
behind them.
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For the Palestinians, the result of
these six days meant a repeat of
1948, with thousands more Palestinians fleeing to the already packed
refugee camps of Jordan, exiled from
their homes.
Perhaps one of the greatest losses
of the war was the fact that it displayed the lack of power of the Nasser
regime in Egypt. Although Nasser had
acquired weapons from the Soviet
Union, in a purely military confrontation the Arab forces were no match
for Israel.
In despair, Nasser announced his
resignation. Within hours thousands
took the street, demanding Nasser
stay. One writer described the scene,

Above: Israeli
soldiers in front of
a downed Egyptian
plane at one of its
airports

FREEDOM NOW:

PROTESTS DEMAND END
TO BRUTAL SIEGE
By Ian Rintoul
AFTER THREE weeks of refugees’
fearless defiance, the 23-day government siege on Manus Island was brutally ended on Friday 24 November.
Police and armed immigration
officers used fists, iron bars, boots,
batons and knives to smash their way
through the detention centre, dragging refugees and asylum seekers onto
buses to take them away.
In a particularly sadistic act, police
threw one man’s pet dog from the
moving bus as the men were being
driven away.
The full story of the resistance
to the siege is yet to be told. But for
three weeks, the refugees collected
rain water, dug wells and smuggled
food and medicine into the detention
centre—even as fences were being
dismantled around them.
Heroically, local Manusians ran
the gauntlet of police and navy guards
to get supplies into the detention
centre. Some local boat owners were
briefly jailed for defying the police.
Refugee supporters marched,
blocked intersections, blockaded Liberal fundraisers, disrupted transport to the
Melbourne Cup and occupied offices.
Church leaders chained themselves
to the gate of Kirribilli House—all to
renew the call to bring the refugees and
asylum seekers to Australia.
The Manus siege has horrified the
world. Doctors from Mèdecins Sans
Frontiers were dispatched to provide
assistance but have been prevented
from providing medical help. Immigration Minister Peter Dutton flatly
turned down the offer from the Australian doctors’ peak body, the AMA,
to send a medical team to provide
independent health assessments for the
Manus asylum seekers and refugees.

Above: Refugees
moved to the still
under construction
West Lorengau
Haus continue
protesting

The forced transfer has confirmed
everything the refugees have been saying. More that a week after they were
moved, two of the three areas (Hillside
and West Lorengau) are still construction sites and for hours every day
refugees have no water, and for even
longer no power, living in containers in
the baking sun. There is no security.
In East Lorengau, almost 400 are
crammed into accommodation meant
for around 280. After 6pm, IHMS is
closed and the only available medical
service is the impoverished hospital in
the Lorengau settlement.

Political shift

The resistance
to the siege,
and the
protests in
Australia,
have shifted
politics

But the resistance to the siege, and the
protests in Australia, have shifted politics. Jacinda Ardern, the recently elected
New Zealand Prime Minister, used the
APEC meeting in Vietnam to politely
press Turnbull on New Zealand’s offer
to accept 150 refugees a year.
After consistently rejecting the
New Zealand offer as a back door to
Australia, the government’s opposition to New Zealand resettlement has
cracked. Turnbull now says that the
Liberal government will consider the
New Zealand offer—but only after
resettlements to the US are completed.
Throughout the siege, the Labor
Party disgracefully called for the
refugees to accept the relocation being
forced on them. Labor has positioned
itself as a critic of the Liberal government’s inaction in finding “safe, third
countries”, but has insisted that, “Australia is not and must not be a resettlement option.”
As the community outrage over
Manus grew, Labor’s rejection of NZ
resettlement also cracked. Shorten
began to call for Turnbull to accept the
New Zealand offer.
Demonstrators in New Zealand
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blockaded the Australian embassy.
They have also demanded that Ardern
both take many more than 150, and
that New Zealand ignore Australia’s
veto on resettlement and negotiate
directly with PNG.
Labor’s shift at least means that an
Australian Labor government would
now be committed to allowing 150
refugees to go to New Zealand. But
New Zealand cannot be considered an
alternative to resettlement in Australia.
The refugee movement will
continue to demand that the Australian government evacuate Manus and
Nauru and “bring them here.” Increasingly the pressure will be focussed
on the Labor Party who re-started the
Pacific Solution in 2012 and began the
current phase of offshore detention
in 2013, decreeing that any asylum
seekers sent to Manus or Nauru would
never be resettled in Australia.
Labor handed its offshore detention policy to the Liberals in 2013, and
under Abbott and Morrison the Liberals began turning back boats under
Operation Sovereign Borders. After
Morrison, Dutton has added his peculiarly twisted ignorance to running the
hell-holes of Manus and Nauru.
But the Turnbull government’s
days are numbered. Labor is about to
re-inherit the horror that it created in
2013. Hundreds will be still stranded
on Manus and Nauru, even if the US
deal reaches its full quota of 1250.
Labor will again be faced with the
fact that there are no “third countries”
that are going to take refugees that are
Australia’s responsibility.
The tremendous courage of the
Manus refugees must inspire the movement to step up the demand to “Bring
Them Here”, as Turnbull and Dutton
are pushed out of office, and we prepare
to take the fight to a Labor government.

